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Rihter and SailerWe will fous on the semantis of the Polish negative marker nie (glossedas NM) whih preedes the tensed verb in negated lauses, and of so-alledn-words suh as nikt (nobody) and »aden N (no N ).(1) JanJan nieNM pomagahelps oju.father`Jan doesn't help his father.'As we will see, nie and n-words are both inherently negative. This leads toa seemingly ontraditory situation in sentenes suh as (2), whih only havea negative onord [NC℄ reading, but no double negation [DN℄ reading.(2) JanJan nieNM pomagahelps nikomu.nobody`Jan doesn't help anybody.' [NC℄not: `Jan doesn't help nobody.' [DN℄In LRS the apparent paradox an be resolved elegantly by assuming tokenidentity of the two negations in the semanti representation language.2 Polish NegationPolish n-words our, without any additional marking of negativity, in a num-ber of negative ontexts, suh as short answers (3), oordinations (4), andsome omparatives (5).(3) Kogo widziaªe±?Who have you seen? Nikogo.Nobody.gen/a.(4) Ch�I want po±lubi¢to marry alboeither Piotra,Piotr alboor nikogo.nobody(5) KohamI love j¡her.a jakas [»adn¡[no inn¡℄.other℄.a`I love her more than (I love) any other (girl).'In all of these examples, the n-word is the only possible element thatontributes negation to the meaning. We onlude that there is evidene foran inherent negativity in the meaning of Polish n-words.The ontexts of the n-words in (3)�(5) are non-lausal. If an n-word oursin a lause, the verb must be preeded by the preverbal negative marker nie forthe sentene to be grammatial. As already noted above (2), suh sentenesonly have a negative onord reading but no double negation reading.(6) JanekJanek *(nie)NM pomagahelps nikomu.nobody`Janek doesn't help anybody.' [NC℄not: `Janek doesn't help nobody.' [DN℄2



Rihter and SailerThe NC phenomenon in Polish is not restrited to ontexts with preverbalnie and a single n-word; there may be several n-words within a lause. Still,the presene of nie remains obligatory and a single negation reading is theonly possible interpretation.(7) NiktNobody *(nie)NM pomagahelps nikomu.nobody`Nobody helps anybody.'Although n-words seem not to ontribute negation independently to themeaning of negated lauses, they annot be regarded as Negative PolarityItems suh as English any [14, 17℄, beause they are not feliitous in typialNPI liensing environments other than under overt negation. This is shownwith an interrogative ontext in (8).(8) * Widziaªe±you-saw nikogo?nobody(putative meaning: `Did you see anybody?')From these data we onlude that Polish n-words are inherently negative.However, to aount for their onord behavior, additional liensing prini-ples of Polish must be used to blok the semanti negativity from appearingindependently in lauses.In the next setion, we present the semanti framework of LRS, whih willallow us to develop an analysis of the onord behavior of Polish n-words thatrespets their inherently negative meaning. We will redue negative onordto simple token identity of the negations ontributed by negative elements ina single lause (nie and n-words).3 Lexial Resoure SemantisThe ruial innovation of LRS is a speial tehnique for ombinatorial seman-tis, tailored to the formal language and model theory of HPSG, whih isapplied to terms of some independently hosen semanti representation lan-guage. For purposes of exposition, we adopt the familiar language of �rst or-der logi as semanti representation language. To integrate it with an HPSGgrammar, we adopt the proposal in [25℄ and extend the HPSG signature withan appropriate sort hierarhy under a new sort term, where entities of sortterm orrespond to terms of our semanti representation language, and we addappropriate priniples to the grammar that restrit the on�gurations of enti-ties under term entities in the desired way. Given these extensions, there areentities in the models of our grammar whih orrespond to the term in (9a).They have omponents of sort term whih orrespond to the terms in (9b).(9) a. 9x[human0(x) ^ ome0(x)℄b. 9x[human0(x)^ome0(x)℄, x, [human0(x)^ome0(x)℄, human0(x), human0,ome0(x), ome0 3



Rihter and SailerFurthermore, we introdue a sort lrs and assume that the ontent valueof a sign is an entity of sort lrs. Three attributes are appropriate for the sortlrs:(10) The feature delarations of the sort lrs:lrs top termmain termparts list(term)In words, the ontent main value is the semanti term that is assoiatedwith the word's basi meaning. In an utterane, the top value is the termthat orresponds to the logial form of the overall utterane. The parts listof a sign ontains exatly those subterms of the logial form of utteranes thatbelong to the semanti ontribution of the sign.For illustration, onsider the following simple Polish sentene, whose logialform is the term given in (9a).(11) Kto±someone przy±edª.ame(12) shows the relevant parts of the lexial entry of kto± (someone). Itsontent value is an lrs whose main value expresses the restrition to hu-mans. The top value of the NP is an existential quanti�er. The relation/, �omponent of �, indiates that the term 1 is a omponent (a subterm) ofthe term �. This additional ondition guarantees that the term human0(x)appears in the restrition of the quanti�er. The parts list ontains exatlythose terms that are ontributed by the word kto±.(12) Parts of the lexial entry of kto± (someone):266666666664
wordphon hkto±isyns lo 2666664at head nounont 26664lrstop 2 9x[� ^ �℄main 1 human0(x)parts 
x, 1 , 1a human0, 2 , 2a � ^ ��37775

3777775
377777777775& 1 / �Analogously, the lexial entry for the verb przyszedª :(13) Parts of the lexial entry of przyszedª (ame):266666666664

wordphon hprzyszedªisyns lo 2666664at head verbont 26664lrstop termmain 3 ome0(x)parts 
x, 3 , 3a ome0�377753777775
377777777775Every lrs obeys theMain Priniple (MP) and the Top Priniple (TP).The MP states that the term in the main value of every lrs is a subterm of4



Rihter and Sailerthe top value and a member of the parts list. The ruial part of the TPfor the analysis we present below is that in an utterane, the top value of theutterane onsists of exatly those terms that our in its parts list. Teh-nially, utteranes are phrases with illoutionary fore and are not embeddedwithin any other phrase.In order to derive the logial form of sentene (11) we need a priniple thatdetermines the ontent value of a phrase on the basis of the ontent val-ues of its daughters. We all this priniple the Semantis Priniple (SP).Aording to the SP the top value of a phrase and of its head daughter areidential, and the main value is also shared along the head projetion. Theparts list of a phrase is the onatenation of the parts lists of its daughters.In addition, depending on the elements that are ombined, the SP introduessubterm requirements. In our example, a quanti�ed NP and a verb are om-bined. In this situation, the SP states that the main value of the head daugh-ter must be in the nulear sope of the quanti�ed NP. In (14) we show theanalysis of sentene (11).(14) The analysis of sentene (11):
Kto± przyszedªomp head24top 2main 3parts 
x, 1 , 1a , 2 , 2a , 3 , 3a �35& 3 / �

Due to the SP, the main value of the phrase is idential to that of the verband the overall parts list ontains exatly the elements of the parts listsof the words kto± and przyszedª, as introdued in the lexial entries in (12)and (13). In addition, the SP introdues the ondition that the main valueof the head daughter (the term ome0(x), referred to with the tag 3 ) be asubterm of the nulear sope of the quanti�er in subjet position (i.e., theterm referred to as �).There is only one term in the parts list of the sentene that onsists ofall other terms in the list and respets the subterm requirements introduedby the lexial entries and the SP: the top value of the subjet NP, 2 . Thus,it follows by the TP that 2 is the top value of the sentene.In sum, in LRS ombinatorial semantis results by onatenation of thesemanti ontributions of the words that make up a sentene. The task ofthe SP is to impose ertain subterm/sope relations among their semantiontributions. For ases of sope ambiguity, however, the SP does not imposesubterm requirements. As a onsequene, sope ambiguities are handled with-out partiular mehanisms suh as a Cooper storage as in [18℄. Still, the topvalue of a sentene is always a term of the underlying semanti representationlanguage and, as suh, expresses a fully soped reading of the sentene.5



Rihter and Sailer4 The AnalysisIn this setion, we sketh the LRS analysis of the simple negative sentenein (15):(15) Niktnobody nieNM przyszedª.ame.`Nobody ame.'Following [15, 16℄ we assume that preverbal nie is a verbal pre�x, and anie-V omplex is analyzed as a word. Without going into details of how suh aomplex is formed, we desribe the word nie przyszedª in (16). In addition tothe terms on the parts list of the non-negated verb in (13), the NM-pre�xedverb also ontains a negation (the term :Æ) and the requirement that its mainvalue 3 be a subterm of Æ, i.e., that it be in the sope of the negation.(16) Desription of the word nie przyszedª :266666664wordphon hnie przyszedªisyns lo ont 26664lrstop termmain 3 ome0(x)parts hx; 3 ; 3a ome0; 5:Æ; i37775
377777775& 3 / ÆIn (17) we give the (relevant parts of) the lexial entry of the n-word nikt(nobody). It is very similar to that of kto± in (12), 4 but it ontains a negationin its parts list (the term :, referred to with 4 ). In the lexial entry ofthe n-word we speify that the main value be part of the restrition of theexistential quanti�er and that the top value of the n-word be in the sope ofthe negation whih it introdues.(17) Parts of the lexial entry of nikt (nobody):266666664wordphon hniktisyns lo ont 26664lrstop 2 9x[� ^ �℄main 1 human0(x)parts hx; 1 ; 1a human0; 2 ; 2a [� ^ �℄; 4:i37775

377777775& 1 / � & 2 / In (18) we give the analysis of the simple negated sentene in (15). Justlike in the tree desribed in (14), the SP imposes the ondition that the mainvalue of the head ( 3 ) be in the nulear sope of the quanti�er ontributed bythe subjet.
4 Some analyses of Polish negation assume that n-words are inde�nites rather than quanti-�ers [1, 24℄. As this issue is orthogonal to the question of their inherent negativity, we willignore it here. 6



Rihter and Sailer(18) Analysis of a simple NC sentene:
Nikt nie przyszedªomp headS24top 6main 3parts 
x, 1 , 1a , 2 , 2a , 3 , 3a , 4 , 5 �35& 3 / �

Our priniples liense three possible values for the top attribute of thesentene, these are listed in (19). The �rst two readings di�er in whether thenegation ontributed by the subjet has sope over that ontributed by thenegated verb (19a) or the other way around (19b). Finally, (19) expressesthe situation where the two negations are idential, i.e., where the terms 4and 5 are idential. In fat, this is the only possible reading of (15).(19) a. 4 / 5 and 5 = 6 : ::9x[human0(x) ^ ome0(x)℄b. 5 / 4 and 4 = 6 : :9x:[human0(x) ^ ome0(x)℄. 4 = 5 = 6 : :9x[human0(x) ^ ome0(x)℄To exlude the (19a) and the (19b) readings, we impose the followinglanguage-spei� onstraint for Polish:(20) The Negation Complexity Constraint (NCC)For eah sign, there may be at most one negation that is a omponent ofthe top value and has the main value as its omponent.(19a) and (19b) violate the NCC beause there are two negations in thetop value ( 6 ), both having sope over the main value of the sentene.The NCC is language-spei�. Sine Polish is an obligatory NC language,there may be at most one sentential negation. For Frenh, an optional NClanguage, [8℄ argues that there might be maximally two negations. The NCCahieves the same e�et as the negation absorption operation of [13℄, but,whereas negation absorption omes as a ompletely new and stipulated meh-anism, the NCC enfores strutural identities, just as most HPSG priniplesdo (suh as the identity of head values in the Head Feature Priniple).The NCC immediately aounts for further data. It predits that in non-lausal ontexts suh as those illustrated in (3)�(5), we get at most one nega-tion, even if there are several n-words:(21) Po±lubi�I will marry alboeither t�[this dziewzyn�girl℄.a zfrom Poznania,Poznan alboor »adnej[nodziewzynygirl℄.gen zfrom »adnegono miasta.ity.`I will either marry this girl from Poznan or no girl from any ity.'Instanes of �double negation� are only permitted if the negations are notpart of the same head projetion. In (22) the higher verb mo»e is in the sopeof a single negation and so is the lower verb zna¢ within its own projetion.7



Rihter and Sailer(22) TomekTomek nieNM mo»emay nieNM zna¢know Marii.Maria`It is not the ase that it is possible that Tomek does not know Maria.'The NCC enfores the NC reading of Polish n-words. A seond language-spei� priniple must guarantee the presene of nie in negated lauses. Fol-lowing [13℄ we all it the Neg Criterion.(23) The Neg Criterion (NegC):For every verb, if there is a negation in the top value of the verb thathas sope over the main value of the verb, then that negation must bean element of the parts list of the verb.For illustration of the NegC, onsider the tree in (24). The only elementof the overall parts list that an satisfy the TP is the term 4 whih ontainsthe negation and is ontributed by the n-word. Aording to the SP, the topvalue of the head is idential to that of the phrase. Thus, the verb przyszedªhas a top value whih ontains a negation, and the negation in turn has sopeover its main value. The NegC requires, then, that the negation be also partof the verb's parts list, whih is not the ase. The struture in (24) is, thus,exluded by the NegC.(24) A violation of the NegC:
NP24top 2main 1parts 
x, 1 , 1a , 2 , 2a , 4 �35* Nikt

V24top 4main 3parts 
x, 3 , 3a �35przyszedª
omp headS24top 4 :9x[human0(x) ^ ome0(x)℄main 3 ome0(x)parts 
x, 1 , 1a , 2 , 2a , 3 , 3a , 4 � 35

Our analysis of NC in Polish shows how token identity an be used in ombina-torial semantis to arrive at a natural aount of onord phenomena. Whilethe analysis is similar in spirit to GB analyses in the tradition of [13℄, we donot need any stipulated mehanisms suh as negation fatorization. Instead,we an simply use the major analytial tool of HPSG, token identity.For reasons of spae, here we have restrited our attention to the aseof �nite verbs and their omplements. For a broader overage of data, wewould have to onsider syntati islands for negative onord as well as amore areful semanti distintion among di�erent kinds of negation suh aseventuality, metalinguisti and pleonasti negation, only the �rst of whihlienses n-words in Polish, f. [22℄. Our aount naturally generalizes to this8



Rihter and Sailermore omprehensive set of data one we introdue the neessary syntati andsemanti re�nements.5 LRS and MRSLRS is similar to underspei�ed semanti systems in using a list-like semantirepresentation. Thus, we an avoid Cooper storage mehanisms for apturingdi�erent soping possibilities of quanti�ers [3, 4℄. Combinatorial semantisresults by simply onatenating lists of subterms instead of introduing om-pliated syntati mehanisms suh as �-onversion, as would be needed inMontagovian systems. In this respet, LRS shares many advantages of un-derspei�ed systems. At the same time, the semanti representations used inLRS are not underspei�ed. This hybrid status helps to avoid empirial andtheoretial problems that underspei�ed systems usually fae. The tehnialand oneptual di�erenes between LRS and underspei�ed semanti systemswill be demonstrated through an expliit omparison with Minimal Reur-sion Semantis, MRS [5, 6, 7℄, whih was originally developed for omputerimplementations.5.1 Empirial problems of underspei�ed systemsIn some ases, a sentene beomes ungrammatial beause the soping require-ments of the elements involved annot be suessfully resolved. A represen-tative example is given for Polish negation in [22, p. 216℄. The authors showthat the preverbal partile nie is systematially ambiguous between eventu-ality negation (as in all our examples above) and non-eventuality negation(pleonasti or other). Sentenes introdued by omal (almost) suh as (25)onstitute ontexts for the non-eventuality use of nie. As the dual funtion ofnie is systemati, it is plausible to leave the partiular use of nie underspei�edin a semanti representation.(25) Omalalmost jejher nieNM przewróiªem.I overturned`I almost knoked her over.'In Setion 2 we showed that n-words must o-our with nie in lauses. Insuh a onstellation, however, nie an only have its regular use as eventualitynegation. This leads to a on�it in (26).(26) ?* Omalalmost nikogonobody nieNM przewróiªem.I overturnedIn (26), the n-word requires an eventuality negation interpretation of nie,but omal, just as in (25), requires a non-eventuality negation. If, as suggestedabove, the interpretation of nie is not spei�ed in the semanti representationof (26), the on�iting requirements of omal and nikogo annot be expressedin the grammar itself. 9



Rihter and Sailer5.2 Tehnial di�erenes between LRS and MRSThe major similarity between LRS and MRS is the use of list strutures assemanti representations. But, whereas the lists ontain subterms of the over-all logial form of a sign in LRS, MRS superimposes on them an extra handlestruture to put the piees together. The handle struture leads to a speialtreatment of onjuntion and is mainly motivated by omputational onsid-erations from mahine translation. The additional layer of struture makesit hard to express ertain well-formedness onditions on semanti represen-tations as part of the grammar. Examples are the ondition that there beno free variables in the logial form of a sentene, or that there be a way toorder the handles to form a non-yli tree-like struture whih guaranteesthe existene of a fully soped mrs. MRS, and UMRS [10, p. 46℄, expliitlysay that these onstraints are not part of the HPSG grammar; they belong tosome extra-grammatial sope-resolution proedure.LRS does not work with underspei�ed representations. Thus, if there isa semanti representation for a sentene, that guarantees the existene of afully sope-resolved reading. Similarly, as standard de�nitions of free variableourrenes only rely on the existene of a subterm relation, it is straightfor-ward to express onstraints like the Variable Binding Condition as partof the grammar in LRS.Another onsequene of the handle mehanism and of the fat that se-manti representations are not fully soped is that the kind of onstraints onsopings is very limited in MRS. There is, at present, no disussion of whattype of onstraints is needed, and underspei�ed systems di�er with respetto the type they use: [2℄ only allows �is a subterm of�; in [10℄ there are on-straints of the form �is possibly in the immediate sope of� and �annot possiblybe in the immediate sope of�. The various drafts of the work in progress de-sribing MRS di�er with respet to the kinds of onstraints. In [12℄ there areeven more omplex onstraints of the form �if l1 is in the sope of l2 , thenl3 is in the sope of l4 �. In a non-underspei�ed system suh as LRS, sub-ordination onstraints need not be expressed in terms of partiular linguististrutures designed for that purpose. They are impliit in the struture ofthe terms themselves. Therefore, it is possible to express even omplex sopalonstraints as priniples of grammar without enrihing the algebrai strutureof the models of the grammar.6 ConlusionWe have shown how a ore set of data of Polish negative onord an beaptured in LRS, a new semanti framework for HPSG. LRS enables us toanalyze Polish n-words as inherently negative by reduing negative onordto token identity of the negations that are introdued by multiple exponentsof negation in a lause. 10



Rihter and SailerLRS provides a tehnique to integrate standard logial languages withmethods of implementing ombinatorial semantis as list onatenation in-stead of more omplex operations suh as funtional appliation. It eshewsthe use of a designer representation language with a ompliated and possiblyformally vague extra-grammatial translation into a logial language that anbe interpreted model-theoretially. No speial devies are needed in order toapture sope ambiguities. Underspei�ation in LRS is underspei�ation atthe level of HPSG's desription language, whih is where it originally belongsin onstraint-based varieties of HPSG [23℄; it is not underspei�ation on thelevel of the semanti representation language. Moreover, sine any standardrepresentation language an be substituted for the one we have used in thispaper, LRS is expressively well-suited for the desription of omplex semantiphenomena. Finally, as we have seen in the appliation to Polish, it an alsoeasily and modularly be ombined with the usual syntati analyses of HPSG.Further researh will have to investigate if LRS an also serve as a feasibleframework for omputing with HPSG grammars.Referenes[1℄ Bªaszzak, J., Some re�etions on the interation between inde�nitesand the lause: The ase of negative pronouns, in: M. Giger andB. Wiemer, editors, Beiträge der Europäishen Slavistishen Linguistik(POLYSLAV), 1, Verlag Otto Sagner. Münhen, 1998 pp. 55�65.[2℄ Bos, J., Prediate logi unplugged, in: P. Dekker and M. Stokhof, editors,Proeedings of the Tenth Amsterdam Colloquium (1996), pp. 133�143.[3℄ Cooper, R., �Montague's Semanti Theory and Transformational Gram-mar,� Ph.D. thesis, University of Massahusetts, Amherst (1975).[4℄ Cooper, R., �Quanti�ation and Syntati Theory,� Reidel, Dordreht,1983.[5℄ Copestake, D. Flikinger, R. Malouf, S. Riehemann and I. Sag, Trans-lation using Minimal Reursion Semantis, in: Proeedings of The SixthInternational Conferene on Theoretial and Methodologial Issues in Ma-hine Translation (TMI-95), Leuven, 1995, pp. 15�32.[6℄ Copestake, D. Flikinger and I. Sag, Minimal Reursion Semantis. AnIntrodution (1997), manusript, Stanford University.[7℄ Copestake, D. Flikinger, I. Sag and C. Pollard, Minimal Reursion Se-mantis. An Introdution (2000), manusript, Stanford University.[8℄ Corblin, F., Compositionality and omplexity in multiple negation, IGPLBulletin 3 (1995), pp. 449�473.[9℄ Eberle, K., Flat underspei�ed representation and its meaning for afragment of German, Arbeitspapiere des SFB 340, Nr. 120, Institut fürmashinelle Sprahverarbeitung, Stuttgart (1997).11
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